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Abstract 

 

As high rate charge and discharge characteristics of energy storage devices become more important 

with the market of electric vehicles intensively growing, the kinetics of lithiation or delithiation of 

electrode materials for lithium ion batteries are required to be enhanced. Graphites, the most widely 

used anode materials, have a limited power density at high discharge rates while their alternatives 

such as silicon and transition metal oxides show even inferior rate capability.  

This work consist of two strategies. The first is edge-exfoliated graphite that was motivated from 

an idea of what if the edge opening of graphite was zipped more open to lithium ions in electrolyte. 

By edge-selective functionalization, the peripheral d-spacing of graphite (d0) was locally controlled. 

Larger values of d0 led to higher capacity especially at high discharge rates. Around two-fold 

enhancement of capacity or energy density was achieved at 50C discharge rate from 110 mAh g
-1

 to 

190 mAh g
-1

 by exfoliating graphite locally in its edge region. Also, the d0 dependency of delithiation 

kinetics confirmed that the electrochemical step of Li
+
 influx into or efflux out of interlayer space of 

graphite is possibly the rate determining step of lithiation or delithiation.  

The second strategy is diffusion length (L) controlled graphite. To prove the effects of length as 

the kinetics-controlling parameter, three different graphitic carbons were selected: Herring bone 

carbon nanotubes (HBCNT, L = 20 nm), small natural graphite (sNG, L = 8um) and natural graphite 

(NG, L = 20 um). Evident differences originating from the different dimension of L were obtained 

with the three model graphitized carbons, showing that the smaller crystallite dimension leads to the 

faster kinetics. The improvement of kinetics was more pronounced during charge or lithiation rather 

than during discharge or delithiation. More than 70 % of intrinsic capacity was charged at 5 C-rate 

with L = 20 nm while less than 20 % was charged at the same rate with L = 20 um.  

Therefore, we believe that nano-dimensionally optimized graphite is beyond conventional 

graphites in terms of kinetics, satisfying the requirements of lithium ion batteries for electric vehicles.  
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I. Introduction 

 

1.1. Lithium ion batteries 

 

Lithium ion batteries are light, compact and work with a voltage of the order of 4 V with a specific 

energy ranging between 100 Whkg
−1

 and 150 Whkg
−1

.
[1

 
2
 

3
 

4
 

5]
  In its most conventional structure, 

a lithium ion battery contains a graphite anode, a cathode formed by a lithium metal oxide and an 

electrolyte consisting of a solution of a lithium salt (e.g. LiPF6) in a mixed organic solvent (e.g. 

ethylene carbonate–dimethyl carbonate, EC–DMC) imbedded in a separator. Fig. 1.1 shows a typical 

lithium ion battery configuration. In most common cases these batteries are based on the C/LiPF6 in 

EC–DMC/LiCoO2.  

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1.1. Scheme of a common lithium ion battery. 
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1.2. Anode materials for LIBs  

 

Intercalation-based anode materials such as graphites have been widely used for lithium ion batteries. 

[6
 

7
 

8
 

9
 

10
 

11
 

12]
 As the application target of lithium ion batteries moves from small mobile devices to 

electric vehicles, high power densities at fast charge/discharge rates have been more and more 

emphasized (Figure 1.2). Therefore, kinetics of lithiation and delithiation of graphites are required to 

be improved to satisfy the performance demands of electric vehicles in terms of power density. Novel 

emerging high capacity anode materials based on conversion
[13

 
14]

or alloying
[15

 
16]

   reactions (e.g., 

transition metal oxides or silicon) delivers even more sluggish kinetics. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1.2. Power and energy density requirement of LIBs for xEVs and small mobile applications. 

Adapted with permission from ref.25. Copyright 2012, Adv. Energy Mater. Publishing Group. 
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1.2.1 Carbons as Insertion Electrode 

 

Metallic lithium is an excellent anode material that is used in primary batteries.
[17

 
18]

  However, in 

case of application to Li-ion rechargeable batteries, it has critical risk from lithium dendrites after 

charge/discharge process.
[19

 
20

 
21]

 Lithium dendrites may cause an internal short circuit and lead to 

serious safety problems (eg. explosion, fire). Three different categories based on their energy storage 

mechanisms are possible alternatives for the anode of Li-ion rechargeable batteries. Each mechanism 

is intercalation reaction based, alloy reaction based and conversion reaction based process. The 

insertion of lithium into carbon, habitually named “intercalation”, proceeds according to Eqn. 1. 

 

 

discharge 

LixCn                     x Li
+
 + x e

-
 + Cn          (1) 

charge 

 

 

Due to electrochemical reduction (charge) of the carbon host, Li 
+
 from the electrolyte penetrate 

into the carbon and form a lithium/carbon intercalation compound, LixCn. The reaction is reversible. 

The quality of sites capable of lithium accommodation strongly depends on the crystallinity, the 

microstructure, and the micromorphology of the carbonaceous material.
[22

 
23

 
24

 
25

 
26

 
27]

  Thus, the kind 

of carbon determines the current/potential characteristics of the electrochemical intercalation reaction, 

and also the risk of solvent co-intercalation. 

Carbons that are capable of reversible lithium intercalation can roughly be classified as graphitic 

and non-graphitic (disordered). Graphitic carbons are carbonaceous materials with a layered structure 

but typically with a number of structural defects. From a crystallographic point of view the term of 

graphite is only applicable to carbons having a layered lattice structure with a perfect stacking order 

of graphene layers, either the prevalent AB (hexagonal graphite, Figure. 1.2.1) or the less common 

ABC (rhombohedral graphite). Due to the small transformation energy of AB into ABC stacking (and 

vice versa), perfectly stacked graphite crystals are not readily available. Therefore, the term “graphite” 

is often used regardless of stacking order. 
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Figure 1.2.1. The scheme of hexagonal graphite 

 

 

The actual structure of carbonaceous materials typically deviates more or less from the ideal 

graphite structure. Materials consisting of aggregates of graphite crystallites are named graphites as 

well. For instance, the terms natural graphite, artificial or synthetic graphite, and pyrolytic graphite
[28

 

29
 
30

 
31]

 are commonly used, although the materials are polycrystalline. 
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1.2.2. Lithium alloys as Insertion Electrode  

 

Some main-group elements (e.g . Si, Ge, Sn, Al, Bi, Zn, and Sb) can alloy with lithium at a low 

potential.
[32

 
33]

  The replacement of metallic lithium by lithium alloys has been under investigation 

since Dey
[34]

 demonstrated the feasibility of electrochemical formation of lithium alloys in liquid 

organic elctrolytes in 1971. The reaction usually proceeds reversibly according to the general scheme 

shown in Eqn. 2. 

 

 

            discharge 

LixM                       x Li
+
 + x e

-
 + M            (2) 

charge 

 

 

The special merit of the alloy reaction based materials is the high theoretical capacity (eg . 4,200 

mAh g
-1

 for Si to Li4.4Si)
[35]

. Their volumetric capacities also exceed that of graphite (1750 mAh cm
-3

 

for Si, 1000 mAh cm
-3

 for Sn versus 855 mAh cm
-3

 for graphite). However unfortunately, Cracking 

and eventual pulverization of the electrode and results in rapid capacity decrease induced by 

extremely volume expansion (up to 400 %) and contraction after discharge
[36

 
37

 
38]

. 

 

 

1.2.3. Transition-metal oxides as Insertion Electrode 

 

Poizot et al. reported for the first time that lithium can be stored reversibly in transition metal 

oxides through a heterogeneous conversion reaction
[39]

 : shown in Eqn. 3. 

 

 

discharge 

Li + TMO                        Li2O +TM            (3) 

charge 
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Where TM is transition metal (Co, Fe, Ni, and Cu). Later, reversible lithium storage was also 

observed in TM fluorides, sulfides, nitrides, and phosphides.
[40

 
41

 
42

 
43

 
44

 
45

 
46]

 It is very interesting in 

viewpoint of fundamental research that very inert LiF or Li2O can react with a TM at room 

temperature. The capacities of the conversion reaction based anode materials is 350 mAh g
-1

 for Cu2S, 

1,800 mAh g
-1

 for MnP4 at theoretical values. When compare with theoretical capacity of graphite 

(372 mAh g
-1

), the occupation of conversion reaction based materials is practicable in LIBs field. 

However, as for TM compounds that undergo a conversion reaction, most of the materials suffer from 

a high overpotential (voltage difference between the working voltage and thermodynamic equilibrium 

voltage) for both lithium insertion and extraction (about 1 V).
[47]

 Another demerit is efficiencies of 

discharge to charge are not as good as that of graphite.   
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1.3. Control of nano-dimensions of graphite  

 

Lithiation process of graphite consists of four steps: (C1) introduction of Li
+
 into a solid-electrolyte 

interface (SEI) layer after desolvation; (D2) diffusion of Li
+
 through the SEI layer; (E3) intercalation 

of Li
+
 from the SEI layer through the entrance as a gate at the edge site of graphite into the interlayer 

space between graphene layers and (D4) Li
+
 diffusion along the inter-space.

[48
 
49]

 

 

 

 

Figure 1.3. Lithiation process of graphite consists of four steps  
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1.3.1. Locally edge exfoliated graphite  

 

A simple hypothesis relating crystallographic parameters of graphite to kinetics of lithiation or 

de-lithiation would be followed: the interlayer spacing distance at the entrance (d0) is responsible for 

the step E3 while the size of crystallites (L) and the interlayer spacing distance at non-peripheral 

portion of graphite (d1) affect the kinetics of the step D4. The hypothetical relationship of the first 

crystallographic parameter d0 with lithiation kinetics is proven in this work. In terms of the parameter 

d1 (not d0), there have been several reports showing that the larger value of d1 leads to faster kinetics 

of lithiation. Potassium-intercalated graphites (KC8) showed better performances at high rate 

discharges with d1 = 0.341 nm (cf. 0.336 nm for bare graphite)
[50]

. Chemical treatment of graphite 

with H2SO4-H2O2 enlarged the value of d1 from 0.3358 nm to 0.3370 nm, leading to enhanced 

cyclability at 0.2C with higher capacity
[51

 
52]

. However, there were no studies on the effect of 

localized enlargement of the interlayer spacing especially at edges on lithiation kinetics. One of the 

reasons for absence of related researches would be the lack of methods controlling the interlayer 

distance only at the entrance of interlayer space.  

As an alternative approach of graphite-to-graphene exfoliation, edge-selective functionalization 

of graphite has been reported in a series of papers recently.
[53

 
54

 
55

 
56

 
57]

  Substituted benzoyl groups 

were attached to the sp
2
 C-H most likely present at the edges of graphite via direct Friedel–Crafts 

acylation. The edge-functionalized groups worked as a molecular wedge exfoliating graphite. Unlike 

conventional Hummer’s method
[58

 
59

 
60]

 to oxidize graphite by acid, there were no serious defect 

development to disturb crystallinity and electron continuum at graphitic basal plane. The edge-

selective functionalization was implemented in this work not for expanding the interlayer space of 

graphites in an extreme degree leading to graphene but for increasing the interlayer spacing locally 

only around the periphery of layers controlling d0 of graphite. 
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1.3.2. Diffusion length controlled graphite 

 

The hypothetic inclination of the effect that is reducing the Li
+
 diffusion length to nanometer size 

is proven in this strategy. The size of crystallites will be affect to the step D4 (that is) Li
+
 diffusion 

along the space between graphene layers.  

In case of nano-dimension, many reported papers show the fast lithiation or delithiaton
[61

 
62

 
63]

. 

But galvanostatic charge/discharge results were not intercalation/de-intercalation but Li
+
 absorption 

reaction onto the graphene surface or on the edge plane
[64]

. And, its property bring out excessively low 

energy density. This study related with L control concentrated intercalation reaction of nano-

dimension graphite that has appropriate energy density and rate capability at high C-rate for lithium 

ion batteries suitable with electric vehicle. 

 

1.3.3. Scope of this work 

 

This work consists of two strategies. The first is edge-exfoliated graphite that was motivated 

from an idea of what if the edge opening of graphite was zipped more open to lithium ions in 

electrolyte. By edge-selective functionalization, the peripheral d-spacing of graphite (d0) was locally 

controlled. Larger values of d0 led to higher capacity especially at high discharge rates. Around two-

fold enhancement of capacity or energy density was achieved at 50C discharge rate from 110 mAh g
-1

 

to 190 mAh g
-1

 by exfoliating graphite locally in its edge region. Also, the d0 dependency of 

delithiation kinetics confirmed that the electrochemical step of Li
+
 influx into or efflux out of 

interlayer space of graphite is possibly the rate determining step of lithiation or delithiation. 

The second strategy is diffusion length (L) controlled graphite. To prove the effects of length as 

the kinetics-controlling parameter, three different graphitic carbons were selected: Herring bone 

carbon nanotubes (HBCNT, L = 20 nm), small natural graphite (sNG, L = 8um) and natural graphite 

(NG, L = 20 um). Evident differences originating from the different dimension of L were obtained 

with the three model graphitized carbons, showing that the smaller crystallite dimension leads to the 

faster kinetics. The improvement of kinetics was more pronounced during charge or lithiation rather 

than during discharge or delithiation. More than 70 % of intrinsic capacity was charged at 5 C-rate 

with L = 20 nm while less than 20 % was charged at the same rate with L = 20 um. 

Therefore, we believe that nano-dimensionally optimized graphite is beyond conventional 

graphites in terms of kinetics, satisfying the requirements of lithium ion batteries for electric vehicles. 
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II. Experimental 

 

2.1. Control of peripheral d-spacing by local exfoliation of graphite 

 

2.1.1. Edge-selective functionalization of graphites 

 

Natural graphites (NG; Mitsubishi Chemical, average particle size = ~ 20 um) were edge-

selectively functionalized with two different moieties, based on direct Friedel–Crafts acylation 

reactions between graphite and the moieties. The modified graphites were named FBzCO-NG and 

HPEK-NG after the corresponding functional groups (FBzCO = fluorobenzoyl and HPEK = 

hyperbranched poly(ether ketone) group). 4-Fluorobenzoic acid and 5-Phenoxyisophthalic acid were 

used as a precursor for the corresponding functional groups of FBzCO-NG and HPEK-NG, 

respectively. NG and the functional precursor were mixed in presence of phosphorus pentoxide (P2O5) 

and Poly (phosphoric acid) (PPA) under dried nitrogen at 100 
o
C for 3 h and then heated to 130 

o
C for 

72 h. The composition of the mixture (NG : precursor : P2O5 : PAA) was 1 g : 4 g : 20 g : 10 g for 

FBzCO-NG or 2 g : 1 g : 16 g : 60 g for HPEK-NG. The resultant homogeneous mixtures were 

transferred into distilled water. The solid products were collected by suction filtration, washed with 

water, soxhlet extracted with water for 3 days and with methanol for 3 days and freeze-dried for 48 h. 

Two different functional groups were introduced selectively at the edges of natural graphite (NG) 

to control the dimension of d0 as the primary kinetics-controlling parameter: fluorobenzoyl group 

(FBzCO-) and hyperbranched poly(ether ketone) group (HPEK-) as a molecular and a 

macromolecular wedge respectively. The functionalization was evidenced by identifying the chemical 

constituents of the functional groups with TOF-SIMS (time of flight secondary ion mass spectroscopy) 

and XPS (X-ray photoemission spectroscopy) (Figure 2.1.1) : benzoyl-related fragments 

(fluorobenzene for FBzCO-NG and oxybenzene for HPEK-NG) and carbonyl groups were detected.  
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Figure 2.1.1. TOF-SIMS (a and b) and C1s XPS spectra (c to e) of FBzCO-NG (blue) versus NG 

(black) and HPEK-NG (red). The peaks responsible for 
96

fluorobenzene and 
93

oxybenzene are 

indicated in (a) and (b), respectively. C1s peaks in (c to e) were fitted with five characteristic peaks 

assigned to C-C at  283.95 eV, C-H at 284.14 eV (FBzCO-NG) or 284.46 (NG), C=O at 286 eV and 

COOR and CO3
2-

 at  higher binding energies.  
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2.1.2. Electrochemical analysis 

 

 NG, FBzCO-NG and HPEK-NG were tested as an anodic material of lithium ion rechargeable 

batteries by using galvanostatic charge/discharge. Coin cells (2016R) were assembled with lithium 

foil as a counter electrode with 1.15 M LiPF6 in 3:7 v/v ethylene carbonate/dimethyl carbonate 

(EC/DMC) as electrolyte. Microporous polyethylene film (Tonen, 20 um thick) was used as a 

separator. A mixture coated on copper foil was used for anode. It consists of the graphites as an active 

material, polyvinylidene fluoride (PVdF; KF1100) as a binder and carbon black (TIMCAL Super P) 

as a conduction enhancer at a weight ratio of 87:10:3. A slurry of the mixture in N-methyl 

pyrrolidinone (NMP) solvent was coated onto 16 um-thick copper foil, dried at 110 
o
C for 2 h and 

roll-pressed. Areal loading density of active material and thickness of the electrode mixture were 

fixed at 3 mg cm
-2

 and 40 um for all samples. Coin cells were assembled in an argon-filled glove box 

with less than 1 ppm of oxygen and water. Impedances of half cells were measured at three different 

biased potentials: 1.5 V (fully delithiated), 0.2 V (partly lithiated) and 0 V (fully lithiated). Sinusoidal 

signals at 100 kHz to 0.5 Hz were used with 10 mV sinus amplitude. Each measurement was 

equilibrated at the corresponding biased potential for 5 min before ac stimuli were applied. 

 

 

2.1.3. Compositional and crystallographic analysis  

 

Chemical functional groups edge-selectively attached to graphites were identified by a time-of-

flight  secondary ion mass spectrometry (TOFSIMS; ION TOF, TOF SIMS 5) and a X-ray 

photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS). The TOF-SIMS measurements were performed at negative 

secondary ion mode with a pulsed Bi1+ cluster ion source (25 kV, 1.02 pA) as a primary beam. K-

alpha spectrometer (Thermo Fisher) was used for the XPS measurements with a focused 

monochromatized Al Kα radiation (hν = 1486.6eV). X-ray diffraction Profiles (Rigaku D/MAZX 

2500V/PC X-ray diffractometer with Cu Kα radiation (mean wavelength = 0.15418 nm)) were 

analyzed by a software (MDI Jade), which were corrected to remove instrumental broadening by 

using the instrumental FWHM calibration curve of an external standard (NIST 660b Si). 
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2.2. Control of diffusion length 

 

2.2.1. The standard of selecting models 

 

Herring bone carbon nanotubes (HBCNT, average diffusion length L = 20 nm), small natural 

graphite (sNG, average diffusion length L = 8um) and natural graphite (NG, average diffusion length 

L = 20 um) were selected to prove the effects of graphene length as the kinetics-controlling parameter.  

The standard of choosing each graphitic carbon materials is volumetric capacity and different 

length of graphene layers. Their main characteristics are summarized in Table 2.2.1. In terms of 

diffusion length (D4 step in Figure 1.3), each materials (HBCNT , sNG, NG) has different arrange 20 

nm to 20 um. With the purpose of excluding effect from volumetric capacity
[65

 
66]

 (arising from 

densities) distinction, sNG (has a similar Brunauer-Emmett-Teller (BET) surface area with HBCNT;  

sNG  = 17 m
2
g

-1
, HBCNT = 25 m

2
g

-1
 ) is selected.  

 

 

Table 2.2.1 

Diffusion length size, surface area of various graphitic carbons.  

Name Diffusion length size (um) BET surface area (m
2
g

-1
) 

Natural graphite 20 2.817 

Small natural graphite 8 17 

Herring bone carbon nanotube 0.02 25 (average) 

 

 

2.2.2. Morphology study 

 

Figure 2.2.2 shows scanning electron microscope (SEM) image of graphitic carbon materials 

with different particle shape. Figure 2.2.2 (a) natural graphite shows spheroid morphology that is 

much dense than others. Figure 2.2.2 (b) small natural graphite display less dense flake morphology 

than natural graphite. Figure 2.2.2 (c) herring bone carbon nanotube shows end-open nanotube like 

morphology and the thickness of graphene wall is 20 nm.  
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Figure.2.2.2 Scanning electron microscope (SEM) images and scheme. (a) Natural graphite  (b) Small 

natural graphite (c) Herring bone carbon nanotubes 
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2.2.3. Electrode composition 

 

Two types of electrode composition are determined. When abbreviation of active material, binder 

and carbon black is A,B and C, compositions are divided to A:B:C = 3:3:3, A:B:C = 7:2:1. The 

purpose why A:B:C = 3:3:3 was decided for electrode composition is minute observation among NG, 

SNG and HBCNT sample. Generally, the charge ability of natural graphite is a weak point for anode 

materials of commercial LIBs. The main reason is low voltage range of lithiation step and I-R drop 

that is induced by poor conductivity of graphite. 

 

2.2.4. The steps of assembly half cell 

 

NG, sNG and HBCNT were tested as an anodic material of lithium ion rechargeable batteries by 

using galvanostatic charge/discharge. Coin cells (2032) were assembled with lithium foil as a counter 

electrode with 1 M LiPF6 in 5:5 v/v ethylene carbonate/dimethyl carbonate (EC/DMC) as electrolyte. 

Microporous polyethylene film (Asahi, 16 um thick) was used as a separator. A blend coated on 

copper foil was used for the anode. The copper foil was cleaned with ethanol and adhered to a sheet of 

flat glass. When the slurry finished mixing, a small “tooth-shaped” puddle was formed at the top of 

the foil and a “doctor blade” was used to spread the slurry evenly across the foil.  

Figure 2.2.4.1 shows the electrode assembly process in four steps. The foil is pressed flat against 

the glass sheet that had been slightly wetted with ethanol. The tooth-shaped puddle was the most 

effective at producing spreads with large areas of uniform thickness and thus enabled a higher number 

of relatively uniform electrode disks for coin cells than circular or square shaped puddles.
[67]

 

After spreading, a sheet of printer paper was slid along the surface of the glass underneath the foil and 

the electrodes were taped to the paper and placed inside convection oven.  
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Figure 2.2.4.1 Sequential view of the spreading process. (a,b) Copper foil flattened against glass with ethanol. 

Tooth-shaped puddle of electrode material. (c) Wet electrode spread by using “Doctor blade” (d) Dry electrode 

after each drying condition process.  
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In case of 3:3:3 electrode composition (weight ratio), It consists of the graphites as an active material, 

Polyacrylic acid (PAA), carboxymethyl cellulose salt binder (CMC) as a binder (PAA : CMC = 1:1 ; 

weight ratio), and carbon black (TIMCAL Super P) as a conduction enhancer. A slurry of the mixture 

in distilled water was coated onto 18 um thick copper foil, dried at 80
o
C for 10 h. 

7:2:1 electrode composition (weight ratio) consists of the graphites as an active material, 

polyvinylidene fluoride (PVdF; Solep 5130) as a binder, and carbon black (TIMCAL Super P) as a 

conduction enhancer. A slurry of the blend in N-methyl pyrrolidinone (NMP) solvent was coated onto 

18 um thick copper foil, dried at 110 
o
C for 2 h. : NMP is toxic and should not be breathed) from 

evaporating NMP. 2 h was determined to be an adequate amount of time for the electrodes to dry in a 

120 
o
C oven before processing. However, to remove trace water, electrode disks are dried overnight in 

a vacuum oven before cell assembly.  

Two types of slurry mixing sequences were performed.
[68

 
69]

 For method 1 (Figure 2.2.4.2), the 

active material and the conductive agent were pre-mixed under a dry atmosphere. The binder solution 

was then added and the stirring speed increased to 1500 rpm. Liquid solvent was added, and the 

viscosity monitored. In method 2, conductive agent was pre-dispersed in binder solution. Next step is 

adding active materials and the stirring speed increased to 1500 rpm.  

Method 2 is more suitable for HBCNT(nanotube structure). As shown figure 2.2.4.3 SEM image, 

carbon black (small sphere structure, conductive enhancer) is evenly distributed. It is counterevidence 

that pre-dry mix of nanotube like active materials with conductive enhancer form aggregation of 

carbon black own.    
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Fig. 2.2.4.2 Two methods of preparing slurry mixtures. 
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Figure 2.2.4.3 SEM images (a) Method 1 : pre-dry mix active material with carbon black (b) Method 

2 : pre-dispersion carbon black in binder solution. 
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III. Result & Analysis  

 

3.1. Control of peripheral d-spacing by local exfoliation of graphite 

 

3.1.1. Micro-strain and broadness 

 

The main source of specimen broadening is strain except the crystallite size, or more correctly 

inhomogeneous strain. As illustrated in Figure 3.1.1.a, if the crystallite is strained then the d-spacing 

is changed ; a bending stress would make the d-spacing smaller and larger. Rather than a single d-

spacing, the crystallographic plane has a distribution of d-spaces.
[70

 
71

 
72

 
73]

 Figure 3.1.1.b describes 

such strain as homogeneous meaning that all crystallites were strained by the same degree. However 

if the strain is inhomogeneous then different crystallites will be strained by different amounts and the 

2theta degree of shifts will be variable. For example, the direction of anisotropic peak broadening is 

represented by on factor where the broadening is the largest. The degree of isotropic and anisotropic 

broadening of graphites is evaluated in this XRD analysis.  

 The summation of profile in Figure 3.1.1.b is simulation curve from Voigt function. It is de-

convoluted with Lorentz & Gaussian function. Each segregated peaks indicate each averaging phase 

and the peak that has highest intensity in the middle position signify the most widely distributed d-

spacing.  
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Figure 3.1.1. (a) Schematic homogeneous strain from bending stress. (b) Specific XRD peaks and 

summation of profile. 

 

(a) 

(b) 
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3.1.2. Edge-exfoliated graphite 

 

In the edge-selectively functionalized NGs (FBzCO-NG and HPEK-NG), the boundary of 

graphene planes was reported to be exfoliated so that the d0 dimension increases locally around edge 

region (d0 > dNG) (Figure 3.1.2.1.a). Simultaneously, the stress developed by enlarged d0 is released in 

a way to reduce the inter-spacing dimension of the region far from the boundary (d1 < dNG). The 

structural change caused by the edge-selective functionalization was confirmed by X-ray diffraction 

patterns (Figure 3.1.2.1.b). With FBzCO-NG wedged by the small molecule and HPEK-NG wedged 

by the polymeric molecule, the average value of d002 decreased from 0.3368 nm to 0.3361 nm and 

0.3360 nm respectively after functionalization (calculated from 2θ of (002) peaks by Bragg’s equation, 

the upmost graph in Figure 3.1.2.1.c). Simultaneously, the size of crystallite domain (L) decreased 

from 28.01 nm to 24.76 nm and 23.06 nm (by averaging the values calculated from 2θ of (002) and 

(004) peaks by Scherrer’s equation
[74]

). The functionalization-induced changes could be interpreted as 

development of d-spacing distribution. If the distribution were grouped into three categories, d002 

would result from balancing or averaging the changes of d0 for edge or entrance, d1 far from periphery 

and d01 transient between them.  
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Figure 3.1.2.1. (a) Schematics of layered structures in peripheral region of bare and edge-selectively 

functionalized natural graphites. (b) XRD patterns. The (002) peaks were compared in the inset at the 

same peak intensity. (c) d-spacing (d002) calculated from 2θ of (002) peaks and three representative d-

spacing’s (d0, d01 and d1) deconvoluted from d002. d0 is considered as the d-spacing of peripheral 

region of graphites. 
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Even if the effects of microstrains caused by non-uniform lattice distortion on peak broadening 

are negligible with no significant development of strain estimated by Williamson-Hall equation
[75]

, the 

skewness of asymmetric peaks of XRD (γ = E[((X-μ)/σ)
3
]) is another evidence to support the local 

exfoliation induced by edge-selective functionalization (the inset of Figure 3.1.2.1.b): γ from -2.15 for 

NG or -1.95 for HPEK-NG to -3.10 for FBzCO-NG (negative for a distribution skewed to the left or 

left-tailed). Easily inferred is a proportional relationship between the skewness and degree of 

heterogeneity due to dimensional distribution of the interlayer spacing. The asymmetry of 

crystallographic peaks is observed in detrital graphites of metamorphic rocks consisting of 

carbonaceous materials with different stages of conversion to graphite or different crystallinity.
 
The 

asymmetric peaks can be resolved into multiple symmetric peaks representing their corresponding 

crystallography. With a simplified assumption that the functionalized graphites consist of three 

distinguished crystallite phases, the asymmetric peaks were analyzed by d0, d01 and d1-representing 

phases (d0, d01 and d1-phases) in the intensity versus diffraction coordinate (s = 2 cos θp · (θ - θp) / λ) 

domain (Figure 3.1.2.2). The volume fraction of each phase (x0, x01 or x1 with x0 + x01 + x1 =1) was 

obtained from the fractional integral intensities of the corresponding sub-profiles relative to the 

overall profile. 
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Figure 3.1.2.2. Deconvolution of asymmetric (002) peaks of XRD for FbzCO-NG (a), NG (b), HPEK-

NG (c).  
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The NG at d002 = 0.3368 nm was resolved into the main phase of 58 % fraction at the same value 

of spacing (d01 = 0.3368 nm) with shorter and longer d-spacing phases at d0 = 0.3390 nm and d1 = 

0.3361 nm in ~20 % fraction each (the third graph in Figure 3.2.1.1.c). Even if the macromolecular 

wedge (HPEK-) was expected more effective in terms of local exfoliation than the small-molecular 

wedge (FBzCO-), the extent of local exfoliation of FBzCO-NG was estimated larger than that of 

HPEK-NG. By edge-tethering NG with FBzCO-, the value of d0 increased slightly with 0.0002 nm 

difference while the center phase was represented by the largely increasing d01 with 0.0011 nm 

difference (the second graph in Figure 3.2.1.1.c).  

The portion occupied by the inflated phases (d0 and d01-phases) was ~40.5 %. The rest of 

constituent phases were characterized by a slightly compressed phase at d1 = 0.3359 (negative 0.0002 

difference from d1 of NG). The dominant phase in 59.5 % is responsible for the decrease in d002. On 

the other hand, HPEK-NG showed d-spacing decrease in all phases, compared with NG and FBzCO-

NG. The dominant phase of HPEK-NG was located at d01 = 0.3360 nm in more than 56 %, which is 

the smaller value than the smallest dimension d1 of NG. The reason for the compressed behavior can 

be found from its calcined control sample. Even after calcining at 900 
o
C for 2 hours in an inert 

atmosphere to remove the functional group HPEK-, the macromolecular-wedged NG had no change 

in d002. On the contrary to HPEK-NG, FBzCO-NG showed a reversible recovery to the original d-

spacing values of NG after removing the edge-tethered moiety (FBzCO-). A possible postulation is 

that an immoderate exfoliation concentrated on the very-near edge region forces narrowing the gap 

between non-edge graphitic plates severely and irreversibly (Figure 3.2.1.1.a). The d0 phase of HPEK-

NG would include not only the dimensional increase of extremely localized edge gap (d0,out) but also 

the decrease in near-edge gap (d0,in): d0,out > d0 > d0,in. The value of d0,out of HPEK-NG is expected 

larger than d0 of FBzCO-NG, which is supported by electrochemical impedance spectra (below). As a 

summary, the extent of local exfoliation or more simply the value of d0 follows the descending order 

of FBzCO-NG > NG > HPEK-NG. 
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3.1.3. Electrochemical performance 

 

The main point of this work is to reveal the d0 effects on lithiation / delithiation. With the 

dimensional information about d0, therefore, the bare and edge-specifically exfoliated graphites were 

galvanostatically lithiated and then delithiated in a coin cell configuration with lithium metal (Figure 

3.1.3) to prove the hypothesis that the d0 value of graphite is a determining factor to govern kinetics of 

lithiation/delithiation at least in the step of Li
+
 transport between the interlayer space and the SEI layer. 

At low rates of discharge (e. g. 0.1C-rate or the current at which cells are fully discharged for 10 

hours), there was no significant difference of capacity between the bare (NG) and edge-specifically 

exfoliated graphites (FBzCO-NG and HPEK-NG), delivering around the theoretical capacity (372 

mAh g
-1

).  

The d0 effects were exhibited more and more distinguishably as the discharge rates increased. By 

relieving the resistance related to the E3 step of delithiation, FBzCO-NG (d0 = 0.3392 nm) showed 

significantly enhanced rate capability especially at high rates, compared with NG: 110 mAh g
-1

 for 

NG (d0 = 0.3390 nm) to 190 mAh g
-1

 for FBzCO-NG at 50C. However, HPEK-NG (d0 = 0.3386 nm) 

showed inferior rate capability at the same rates such as 50 mAh g
-1

 at 50C. When considering that the 

d0-phase of HPEK-NG consists of the extremely exfoliated subphase at edge region and the relatively 

compressed subphase at near-edge region, it is difficult to explain the slow kinetics of HPEK-NG only 

in terms of d0. Due to small values of d01 and d1 causing resistance at the D4 step, the inferior rate 

capability of HPEK-NG can be at least partly explained. 
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Figure 3.1.3. (a to c) Potential profiles of delithiation of FBzCO-NG versus NG and HPEK-NG at 

selected discharge rates. Half cells charged at 0.1C were tested with 1.15 M LiPF6 in EC/DMC (3:7). 

(d) C-rate dependency of discharge capacity representing rate capability. 
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3.1.4. Electrochemical Impedance spectra 

 

Electrochemical impedance spectra explain the kinetic improvement or deterioration by local 

exfoliation in a more detailed manner (Figure 3.1.4). Impedances of half cells experiencing 50 cycles 

of charge and discharge were measured at three different biased potentials: 1.5 V (fully delithiated), 

0.2 V (partly lithiated) and 0 V (fully lithiated). Highly overlapped and depressed semi-circles were 

observed so that resistances could not be clearly distinguished between C1 and E3 steps mentioned 

above. The different trends of impedance change were observed with FBzCO-NG and HPEK-NG 

versus NG, respectively. The E3 step where the d0 effect is dominant should be focused in the 

comparison between FBzCO-NG and NG while the D4 step in which the d01 or d1 effect is dominant 

is emphasized in the comparison between HPEK-NG and NG.  

For FBzCO-NG and NG, lower resistances were estimated with graphites of larger d0 over the 

whole potential range: e.g., FBzCO-NG (57.25 ohm) < NG (117.8 ohm) at 1.5 V in terms of 

resistance at the fully delithiated states. Degree of lithiation (equivalent to state of charge, SOC) 

depending on biased potential also decided the impedance of identical graphite. As degree of lithiation 

goes up, the value of resistance (Rtot) as well as its difference between samples (ΔRtot) decreased: Rtot0 

= 106 ohm at SOC = 0 (at 1.5 V) to Rtot1 = 26.9 ohm at SOC = 1 or 100 % (at 0.0 V) with the bare NG; 

ΔRtot0 = 50 ohm and ΔRtot1 = 0.8 ohm between the bare and FBzCO-NG. The SOC or potential 

dependency of impedance can be understood when considering that the interlayer spacing would be 

enlarged on lithiation with d1 approaching d0 (d002 = 0.3706 nm for LiC6) while the difference between 

d0 and d1 would be emphasized with more delithiated graphites (Figure 3.1.4.d). Therefore, the strong 

dependency of Rtot on d0 becomes weaker as the degree of lithiation grows higher.  

The d0-dependency of resistance can be easily expected from the following simple equation: Rtot 

= RCT + Rothers = A d0
-1

 + B where R = resistance, subscript tot = total, subscript CT = charge transfer, 

subscript others = resistance-related processes including C1, A and B = constant. On the assumption 

that the relationship works with our d0-varied graphites (Figure 3.1.4.d) at least in the range of d0 

variation of interest in this work, the regression lines of three different potentials converged on a 

single intersection point at d0 = 0.3393 nm. At the values of d0 larger than that of the intersection point, 

the resistances of +1.5 V and +0.2 V expected from the regression would be meaningless. Beyond the 

critical d0 value, the resistances are expected at the same value independent of applied potentials or at 

least resistances obtained at +1.5 V and +0.2 V would not be smaller than that of +0.0 V.  

However, the potential dependency of resistance of HPEK-NG is reversed (red triangles at 1/d0 = 

2.9534 in Figure 3.1.4.d). As lithiation proceeds from 1.5 V to 0.0 V, the Rtot increased. The 

extremely exfoliated opening of edges is responsible for the resistance significantly lower than that of 
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FBzCO-NG and NG at fully delithiated state at 1.5 V (Rtot = 28 ohm for HPEK-NG versus 56 ohm for 

FBzCO-NG and 106 ohm for NG). After the initial Li
+
 insertion through the large opening, the 

additional lithiation feels high resistance due to the significantly reduced interlayer spacing with the 

rate determining step moving from E3 to D4. The resistance (that was much lower than that of 

FBzCO-NG and NG at 1.5 V) increases to the value higher than that of other graphites at 0.0 V: 65 

ohm for HPEK-NG versus ~28 ohm for others. 
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Figure 3.1.4. Electrochemical impedance spectra of FBzCO-NG (blue, circle), NG (black, square) 

and HPEK-NG (red, triangle) at three different biased potentials: (a) 1.5 V (fully delithiated), (b) 0.2 

V (partially lithiated) and (c) 0.0 V (fully lithiated). (d) d0-dependency of resistance (RCT) at three 

different potentials. The same electrolyte as indicated in Figure 3.1.3 was used. 
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3.1.5. Addition evidence 

 

Even if we tried to isolate the effect of d0 on electrochemical performances by keeping other 

characteristics constant, there would be still other variables that have high possibilities to affect 

lithiation/delithiation processes. The simultaneous dimensional changes of d01 and d1 in addition to the 

d0 change were not negligible. However, this fact does not object our conclusion because the better 

kinetics was obtained with larger d0 in spite of the decrease of d002. The chemical composition of 

graphite surface should be considered as the main difference between bare and modified graphites. 

There were no significant differences of impedance between them at the initial open circuit potential 

just after cells were assembled (Figure 3.1.5.1). During the first lithiation or charging process during 

which cell potential is shifted from an open circuit potential (practically more positive than 1.2 V 

versus Li/Li
+
) to around 0 V versus Li/Li

+
, various organic molecules existing in electrolyte are 

strongly reduced to form a characteristic layer called solid-electrolyte interface (SEI) layer. The main 

reduction process practically known to be related to ethylene carbonate (EC) reduction (1.15M LiPF6 

in 3:7 EC/DMC used as an electrolyte for all experiments, where DMC = dimethyl carbonate) was 

found with all graphites between 0.5 V and 0.6 V without any other peaks in curves of dQ/dV versus 

V (where Q = capacity and V =  potential).Figure 3.1.5.2.  
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Figure 3.1.5.1 Impedance between NG and FBzCO-NG at the initial open circuit potential just after 

cells were assembled.   
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Figure 3.1.5.2 Potential dependency of dQ/dV of half cells including FBzCO-NG (blue) and NG 

(black) during the first lithiation process. Electrolyte = 1.15M LiPF6 in EC/DMC (3:7). The peaks are 

related to the formation of solid-electrolyte interface layer caused by reductive electrolyte 

decomposition on surface of graphite anodes. 
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The coulombic efficiency of discharge to charge at the first cycle was ~93 % for bare and edge-

tethered graphites, indicating the same amount of SEI layer is formed independent of the surface 

functional groups. The negative effects of large size macromolecular wedge of HPEK-NG (e.g., steric 

hindrance) do not need to be considered because HPEK-removed HPEK-NG by calcination (the 

removal of HPEK was confirmed by TOF-SIMS and XPS) showed the same electrochemical 

characteristics with the same dimension of d002 (Figure 3.1.5.3 and Figure 3.1.5.4). 
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Figure 3.1.5.3. TOF-SIMS result (a to c) and C1s XPS spectra (d and e) of calcined FBzCO-NG and 

HPEK-NG. 
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Figure 3.1.5.4. (a and b) Potential profiles of delithiation of HPEK-NG’s before (a) and after (b) 

calcination. (c) Capacity comparison between HPEK-NG’s before and after calcination.   
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In this work, we proved a feasible hypothesis that enlarged interlayer spacing specifically at edge 

(d0) of graphites leads to facile kinetics of lithiation or delithiation. Without alternatives to graphites 

or carbons (e.g. conversion or alloying reaction-based materials such as metal oxides and silicon), we 

believe that nano-dimensionally optimized graphite can be beyond conventional anodes of lithium ion 

batteries in terms of kinetics, satisfying the requirements of lithium ion batteries for electric vehicles. 
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3.1.6. Failure mechanisms of FBzCO-NG in PC electrolyte 

 

Another applicative approach of edge-functionalization is direct effects with propylene carbonate 

(PC) - based electrolytes. PC is advisable electrolyte for large temperature window of LIBs operation, 

because of its high conductivity and low melting point (-54.5 
o
C). In most graphitic anode materials, 

intercalation of Li
+
 is not appeared. One of the causes of this phenomenon is exfoliation of graphite. 

Two mechanisms have been proposed in the literature explaining the reason and mechanism of 

exfoliation of graphite. The first model was given by Besenhard et al. 
[76]

. The authors say that solvent 

molecules co-intercalate along with Li+ between the graphene layers of graphite. Then the secondary 

reactions of graphite intercalated compounds distort the ordered structure of the graphite. The second 

reason by Aurbach 
[77]

 asserts that solvent co-intercalation is only limited to ether electrolytes, PC- 

based electrolytes rather reduce on the crevices on the edge planes to release gaseous propylene. The 

pressure of the gas cracks the particles and exposes fresh surface area for further reactions. But both 

the authors conclude by suggesting the usage of SEI film forming additives like CO2, N2O, Sx
2-

 
[78]

, 

and vinylene carbonate
[79

 
80

 
81

 
82

 
83

 
84]

 (VC) to avert exfoliation.  

The SEI layer is electronically insulating and ionically conductive so that additional side-

reactions are restricted in the following charge/discharge cycles. Cell performances such as rate 

capability, cyclability and safety are highly dependent on quality of the SEI layer.
[85

 
86

 
87]

 To forestall 

decomposition of the propylene carbonate, additives such as vinylene carbonate (VC) have been used 

in electrolyte. Different from the electrolyte-side solution, we propose an electrode-side solution for 

enhancing the SEI layer in this approach. A functional group was tethered to edges of natural graphite, 

which affected cell performances. However, it was not appear that is expected particular effect to PC 

electrolyte. (Figure 3.1.6).  
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Figure 3.1.6. (Top) The scheme of exfoliation mechanism from PC co-intercalation into graphite. (bottom) 

Electrochemical intercalation/de-intercalation of lithium into/from FBzCO-natural graphite in 1.15M LiPF6, 

EC/DMC 3/7 (w/w) and 1.15M LiPF6, PC/DMC 3/7 (w/w) ; red and black line for EC based electrolyte, blue 

line for PC based electrolyte.  
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3.2. Control of diffusion length  

 

3.2.1. Diverse graphitic property of HBCNT  

 

Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and x-ray diffraction pattern analysis (XRD) was 

performed to confirm the diverse graphitic property of HBCNT, sNG and NG. To compare close 

graphitic structure of HBCNT, choose a multi-wall carbon nanotube (MWCNT)
[88

 
64

 
89

 
90]

 for 

comparative materials. In Figure 3.2.1.1 (a), confirmed the herringbone like carbon nanotube structure 

and hollow core that is surrounded by a cylindrical tube comprised of highly crystalline, graphite 

basal planes stacked at about 25 degrees from the longitudinal axis of the tube.
[91]

 The thickness of 

graphene wall is 20 nm and length of HBCNT is in the range of several micrometers ( 1 to 10 um). 

The average outer diameter of HBCNT is 125 - 150 nm and average inner diameter is 50 – 70 nm. 

The length of MWCNT is in the range of several micrometers (1 – 10 um). It had an average outer 

diameter of about 8 – 15 nm and consisted of 5 – 9 walls as shown in Figure 3.2.1.1 (b) 

Figure 3.2.1.2 (a) displays XRD patterns of HBCNT, sNG and NG. All three patterns exhibit the 

typical diffraction peaks of graphite crystals. However, There are some differences, especially in their 

(002) peaks. In accordance with Figure 3.2.1.2 (b), the broadness of each (002) peak is different that is 

induced by different crystallite size
[92

 
93]

 : HBCNT = 12.06 nm, sNG = 23.93 nm and NG = 30.51 nm.  
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Figure 3.2.1.1 (a) Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) image of HBCNT (a) and MWCNT (b). 
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Figure 3.2.1.2 (a) XRD patterns. The (002) peaks were compared in the inset at the same peak 

intensity. (b) crystallite size (left) and d-spacing (right). 
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3.2.2. Electrochemical performance 

 

The main view point of this second strategy is rate-capability from different Li
+
 diffusion length 

of graphene layer. In each electrode composition (A:B:C = 3:3:3, 7:2:1), it is noteworthy that a strong 

enhancement of the rate-capability at high C-rate was achieved after diffusion length control to 20 nm 

as seen in Figure 3.2.2.1 to 3.2.2.3. According to the comparison of charge rate-capability, the 

HBCNT exhibited better capacity retention even at high current density. The delivered capacity 

retention at 10C was calculated to be 40 % (vs. capacity at 0.1C), which is higher than that of natural 

graphite (10 %) and small natural graphite (10 %) as shown in Figure 3.2.2.1.  

To investigate the discharge rate capability, two types of electrode composition were used. In 

conductivity enhanced electrode (A:B:C = 3:3:3), HBCNT ( L = 20 nm) showed higher rate capability, 

compared with sNG (L = 8 um) : 92.8 % (vs. capacity at 0.1C), NG (L = 20 um) : 83 % (vs capacity at 

0.1C) at 50C. The rate capability of HBCNT is 93.2 % at 50C. In more commercialized electrode 

composition (A:B:C = 7:2:1), HBCNT (L = 20 nm) showed significantly enhanced rate capability 

especially at high rates, compared with sNG , NG : 60 % for NG (20 um) and 75.4 % for sNG (8 um) 

to 96.4 % for HBCNT at 30 C (vs. 0.1C).  
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Figure 3.2.2.1 (a to c) Potential profiles of lithiation of HBCNT versus NG and sNG at selected 

charge rates at A:B:C = 3:3:3 electrode composition. Half cells discharged at 0.1C were tested with 1 

M LiPF6 in EC/DMC (5:5).  
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Figure 3.2.2.2 (a to c) Potential profiles of delithiation of HBCNT versus NG and sNG at selected 

discharge rates at A:B:C = 3:3:3 electrode composition. Half cells charged at 0.1C were tested with 1 

M LiPF6 in EC/DMC (5:5).  
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Figure 3.2.2.3 (a to c) Potential profiles of delithiation of HBCNT versus NG and sNG at selected 

discharge rates at A:B:C = 7:2:1 electrode composition. Half cells charged at 0.1C were tested with 1 

M LiPF6 in EC/DMC (5:5).   
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3.2.3. Lithium Intercalation properties  

 

The synthesis of lithium-graphite intercalation compounds, LixCn, (abbreviated as GIC) has been 

known since the 1950s.
[94

 
95]

 At ambient pressure, a maximum lithium content of one Li guest atom 

per six carbon host atoms can be reached for highly crystalline graphitic carbons (      in LiCn or 

     in Lix C6). The intercalation reaction occurs only at edge-site. Through the basal planes, 

intercalation is possible at defect sites.
[96]

 

A general feature of intercalation into graphite is the stepwise formation. Staging phenomena can 

be easily observed during the electrochemical reduction or oxidation of carbons in Li
+
 containing 

electrolytes. As shown in Figure 3.2.3 (a) to (c), experimental galvanostatic curves for Li
+
 

intercalation into graphite clearly show the staging phenomenon
[97

 
98

 
99

 
100

 
101]

 at second 

charge/discharge process. The plateaus under 0.3 V indicate two phase regions (coexistence of two 

phases). Under dQ/dV curve in Figure 6.3 (d), the current peaks indicate the two-phase regions.  

In Figure 3.2.3 (a) to (d), a focus worthy point is the pintle between higher rate capability of 

HBCNT at high C-rate and lower voltage range of HBCNT than sNG and NG at charge/discharge 

step. This phenomenon will be the lower necessary energy to Li
+
 intercalation or de-intercalation at 20 

nm diffusion length. 
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Figure 3.2.3 Experimental galvanostatic curves for Li
+
 intercalation or de-intercalation into graphite (a 

to c), (d) dQ/dV curve of Li+ intercalation and de-intercalation. 
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IV. Conclusion 

 

In this study, we focused on discovering the pintle between the effect of nano-dimensionally 

controlled graphites and high rate capability for xEV that is require high power density. Enlarged 

interlayer spacing specifically at edge (d0) of graphites leads to facile kinetics of lithiation or 

delithiation without alternatives to graphites or carbons. Li
+
 diffusion length controlled graphites 

shows possibility that can pass the limit of charge rate-capabillity at high C-rate. We believe that 

nano-dimensionally optimized graphite can be beyond conventional anodes of lithium ion batteries in 

terms of kinetics, satisfying the requirements for electric vehicles.  
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I
ntercalation-based anodematerials such
as graphites have been widely used for
lithium ion batteries.1,2 As the applica-

tion target of lithium ion batteries moves
from small mobile devices to electric vehi-
cles, high power densities at fast charge/
discharge rates have been more and more
emphasized. Therefore, kinetics of lithiation
and delithiation of graphites need to be
improved to satisfy the performance de-
mands of electric vehicles in terms of power
density.3 Novel emerging high capacity anode
materials based on conversion4 or alloying5

reactions (e.g., transition metal oxides or
silicon) deliver even more sluggish kinetics.
The lithiation process of graphite consists

of four steps: (C1) introduction of Liþ into a
solid�electrolyte interface (SEI) layer after
desolvation; (D2) diffusion of Liþ through
the SEI layer; (E3) intercalation of Liþ from
the SEI layer through the entrance as a gate
at the edge site of graphite into the inter-
layer space between graphene layers; and
(D4) Liþ diffusion along the interspace.6 A
simple hypothesis relating crystallographic
parameters of graphite to kinetics of lithia-
tion or delithiation could be followed: the
interlayer spacing distance at the entrance
(d0) is responsible for step E3, while the size
of crystallites (L) and the interlayer spac-
ing distance at the nonperipheral portion of

graphite (d1) affect the kinetics of step D4.
The hypothetical relationship of the first
crystallographic parameter d0 with lithiation
kinetics is proven in this work. In terms of
the parameter d1 (not d0), there have been
several reports showing that the larger va-
lue of d1 leads to faster kinetics of lithiation.
Potassium-intercalated graphites (KC8) showed
better performances at high rate discharges
with d1 = 0.341 nm (cf. 0.336 nm for bare
graphite).7 Chemical treatment of graphite
with H2SO4�H2O2 enlarged the value of
d1 from 0.3358 to 0.3370 nm, leading to
enhanced cyclability at 0.2C with higher
capacity.8,9 However, there were no studies
on the effect of localized enlargement of the
interlayer spacing especially at edges on
lithiation kinetics. One of the reasons for
the absence of related research would be
the lack of methods controlling the inter-
layer distance only at the entrance of the
interlayer space.
As an alternative approach of graphite-

to-grapheneexfoliation, edge-selective func-
tionalization of graphite has been reported
in a series of papers recently.10�13 Substi-
tuted benzoyl groups were attached to the
sp2 C�Hmost likely present at the edges of
graphite via direct Friedel�Crafts acylation.
The edge-functionalized groups worked
as amolecular wedge exfoliating graphite.
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ABSTRACT As high rate charge and discharge characteristics of energy storage devices

become more important with the market of electric vehicles intensively growing, the kinetics of

lithiation or delithiation of electrode materials for lithium ion batteries require enhancement.

Graphites, the most widely used anode materials, have a limited power density at high discharge

rates, while their alternatives, such as silicon and transition metal oxides, show even inferior rate

capability. This work was motivated from an idea of what if the edge opening of graphite was

zipped more open to lithium ions in the electrolyte. By edge-selective functionalization, the

peripheral d-spacing of graphite (d0) was locally controlled. Larger values of d0 led to higher capacity especially at high discharge rates. Around 2-fold

enhancement of capacity or energy density was achieved at 50C discharge rate from 110 to 190 mAh g�1 by exfoliating graphite locally in its edge region.

Also, the d0 dependency of delithiation kinetics confirmed that the electrochemical step of Li
þ influx into or efflux out of the interlayer space of graphite is

possibly the rate-determining step of lithiation or delithiation.

KEYWORDS: graphites . interlayer spacing . nanostructure . lithiation . lithium ion batteries . anodes
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Unlike conventional Hummer's method to oxidize
graphite by acid, there were no serious defect devel-
opment to disturb crystallinity and electron continuum
at the graphitic basal plane. The edge-selective func-
tionalization was implemented in this work not for
expanding the interlayer space of graphites in an
extreme degree leading to graphene but for increasing
the interlayer spacing locally only around theperipheryof
layers controlling d0 of graphite. The edge-exfoliated
graphites were obtained from macrosize natural gra-
phites (NG; average particle size = ∼20 μm). The size of
graphitic plates is large enough to provide strong π�π
stacking between the graphitic layers. Therefore, the
integrity of graphites was maintained even after severe
edge exfoliation.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Two different functional groups were introduced
selectively at the edges of natural graphite (NG) to
control the dimension of d0 as the primary kinetics-
controlling parameter: fluorobenzoyl group (FBzCO�)10

and hyperbranched poly(ether ketone) group (HPEK�)13

as a molecular and a macromolecular wedge, respec-
tively. The functionalization was evidenced by identify-
ing the chemical constituents of the functional groups
with TOF-SIMS (time-of-flight secondary ion mass spec-
troscopy) and XPS (X-ray photoemission spectroscopy)

(Figure 1): benzoyl-related fragments (fluoroben-
zene for FBzCO-NG and oxybenzene for HPEK-NG)
and carbonyl groups were detected.
In the edge-selectively functionalized NGs (FBzCO-

NG and HPEK-NG), the boundary of graphene planes
was reported to be exfoliated so that the d0 dimension
increases locally around the edge region (d0 > dNG)
(Figure 2a).10,13 Simultaneously, the stress developed
by enlarged d0 is released in a way to reduce the in-
terspacing dimension of the region far from the bound-
ary (d1 < dNG). The structural change caused by the
edge-selective functionalization was confirmed by X-ray
diffraction patterns (Figure 2b). With FBzCO-NG wedged
by the small molecule and HPEK-NG wedged by the
polymeric molecule, the average value of d002 decreased
from 0.3368 to 0.3361 and 0.3360 nm, respectively,
after functionalization (calculated from 2θ of (002)
peaks by Bragg's equation, the topmost graph in
Figure 2c). Simultaneously, the size of crystallite do-
main (L) decreased from 28.01 to 24.76 and 23.06 nm (by
averaging thevalues calculated from2θof (002) and (004)
peaks by Scherrer's equation14). The functionalization-
induced changes could be interpreted as development
of d-spacing distribution. If the distribution were grouped
into three categories, d002 would result from balancing or
averaging the changesofd0 for the edgeor entrance,d1 far
from the periphery, and d01 transient between them.

Figure 1. Chemical identification of functional groups edge-tethered to graphites. (a,b) TOF-SIMS of FBzCO-NG (blue) versus
NG (black) and HPEK-NG (red). The peaks responsible for 96

fluorobenzene and 93oxybenzene are indicated in (a) and (b),
respectively. F1s XPS spectra are involved in (a) to identify the existence of F in FBzCO-NG. (c�e) C1s XPS spectra of NG and its
modified graphites (FBzCO-NG and HPEK-NG). The C1s peaks in (c�e) were fitted with five characteristic peaks assigned to
C�C at 283.95 eV, C�H at 284.14 eV (FBzCO-NG) or 284.46 (NG), CdO at 286 eV, and COOR and CO3

2� at higher binding
energies.
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Even if the effects of microstrains caused by non-
uniform lattice distortion on peak broadening are
negligible with no significant development of strain
estimated by the Williamson�Hall equation,15 the skew-
ness of asymmetric peaks of XRD (γ = E[((X � μ)/σ)3])
is another evidence to support the local exfoliation
induced by edge-selective functionalization15,16 (inset
of Figure 2b): γ from �2.15 for NG or �1.95 for HPEK-
NG to �3.10 for FBzCO-NG (negative for a distribution
skewed to the left or left-tailed). Easily inferred is a
proportional relationship between the skewness and
degree of heterogeneity due to dimensional distribu-
tion of the interlayer spacing. The asymmetry of crystal-
lographic peaks is observed in detrital graphites of
metamorphic rocks consisting of carbonaceous mate-
rials with different stages of conversion to graphite or
different crystallinity.16 The asymmetric peaks can be

resolved into multiple symmetric peaks represent-
ing their corresponding crystallography.17 With a sim-
plified assumption that the functionalized graphites
consist of three distinguished crystallite phases, the
asymmetric peaks were analyzed by d0, d01 and d1
representing phases (d0, d01, and d1 phases) in the
intensity versus diffraction coordinate (s = 2 cos θp �
(θ� θp)/λ) domain (Figure S1 in Supporting Information).
The volume fraction of each phase (x0, x01, or x1 with x0þ
x01 þ x1 =1) was obtained from the fractional integral
intensities of the corresponding subprofiles relative to
the overall profile.
The NG at d002 = 0.3368 nm was resolved into the

main phase of 58% fraction at the same value of
spacing (d01 = 0.3368 nm) with shorter and longer d-
spacing phases at d0 = 0.3390 nm and d1 = 0.3361 nm
in ∼20% fraction each (the third graph in Figure 2c).
Even if the macromolecular wedge (HPEK�) was ex-
pected to bemore effective in terms of local exfoliation
than the small molecular wedge (FBzCO�), the extent
of local exfoliation of FBzCO-NG was estimated to be
larger than that of HPEK-NG. By edge-tethering NG
with FBzCO�, the value of d0 increased slightly with a
0.0002 nm difference, while the center phase was
represented by the largely increasing d01 with a
0.0011 nm difference (the second graph in Figure 2c).
The portion occupied by the inflated phases (d0 and d01
phases)was∼40.5%. The rest of the constituent phases
were characterized by a slightly compressed phase at
d1 = 0.3359 (negative 0.0002 difference from d1 of NG).
The dominant phase in 59.5% is responsible for the
decrease in d002. On the other hand, HPEK-NG showed
d-spacing decrease in all phases, compared with NG
and FBzCO-NG. The dominant phase of HPEK-NG was
located at d01 = 0.3360 nm inmore than 56%, which is a
smaller value than the smallest dimension d1 of NG.
The reason for the compressed behavior can be found
from its calcined control sample. Even after calcining at
900 �C for 2 h in an inert atmosphere to remove the
functional group HPEK�, themacromolecular-wedged
NG had no change in d002. On the contrary to HPEK-NG,
FBzCO-NG showed a reversible recovery to the original
d-spacing values of NG after removing the edge-
tethered moiety (FBzCO�). A possible postulation is
that an immoderate exfoliation concentrated on the
very near-edge region forces, narrowing the gap be-
tweennon-edgegraphitic plates severely and irreversibly
(Figure 2a). The d0 phase of HPEK-NG would include not
only the dimensional increase of extremely localized
edge gap (d0,out) but also the decrease in near-edge
gap (d0,in):d0,out >d0 >d0,in. The valueofd0,out of HPEK-NG
is expected to be larger than d0 of FBzCO-NG, which
is supported by electrochemical impedance spectra
(below). As a summary, the extent of local exfoliation or
more simply the value of d0 follows the descending order
of FBzCO-NG > NG > HPEK-NG. However, it should be
kept in mind that there is every possibility the HPEK-NG

Figure 2. (a) Schematics of layered structures in peripheral
region of bare and edge-selectively functionalized natural
graphites. The values of d-spacing are distributed for all
graphites, which were grouped into three phases repre-
sented by d0, d10, and d1 from surface to bulk; dNG indicates
the average value of d-spacings of NG, which is equivalent
to d002 measured by X-ray diffraction. (b) XRD patterns. The
(002) peaks were compared in the inset at the same peak
intensity. (c) Value of d-spacing (d002) calculated from 2θ of
(002) peaks and three representative d-spacing's (d0, d01,
and d1) deconvoluted from d002; d0 is considered as the
d-spacing of the peripheral region of graphites.
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contains a small fraction of highly exfoliated edge: d0,out
(HPEK-NG) > d0 (FBzCO-NG) > d0 (NG) > d0 (HPEK-NG).
Themain point of this work is to reveal the d0 effects

on lithiation/delithiation. With the dimensional infor-
mation about d0, therefore, the bare and edge-speci-
fically exfoliated graphites were galvanostatically
lithiated and then delithiated in a coin cell configura-
tion with lithium metal (Figure 3) to prove the hypoth-
esis that the d0 value of graphite is a determining factor
for governing kinetics of lithiation/delithiation at least
in the step of Liþ transport between the interlayer
space and the SEI layer. At low rates of discharge (e.g.,
0.1C or the current at which cells are fully discharged
for 10 h), there was no significant difference of capacity
between the bare (NG) and edge-specifically exfoliated
graphites (FBzCO-NG andHPEK-NG), delivering around
the theoretical capacity (372 mAh g�1). The d0 effects
were exhibited more and more distinguishably as the
discharge rates increased. By relieving the resistance
related to the E3 step of delithiation, FBzCO-NG (d0 =
0.3392 nm) showed significantly enhanced rate cap-
ability especially at high rates, compared with NG: 110
mAh g�1 for NG (d0 = 0.3390 nm) to 190 mAh g�1 for
FBzCO-NG at 50C. However, HPEK-NG (d0 = 0.3386 nm)
showed inferior rate capability at the same rates such
as 50 mAh g�1 at 50C. When considering that the d0
phase of HPEK-NG consists of the extremely exfoliated
subphase at the edge region and the relatively com-
pressed subphase at the near-edge region, it is difficult
to explain the slow kinetics of HPEK-NG only in terms of
d0. Due to small values of d01 and d1 causing resistance
at the D4 step, the inferior rate capability of HPEK-NG
can be at least partially explained.
Electrochemical impedance spectra explain the ki-

netic improvement or deterioration by local exfoliation
in a more detailed manner (Figure 4). Impedances of
half cells experiencing 50 cycles of charge and dis-
charge were measured at three different biased

potentials: 1.5 V (fully delithiated), 0.2 V (partially
lithiated), and 0 V (fully lithiated). Highly overlapped
and depressed semicircles were observed so that
resistances could not be clearly distinguished between
C1 and E3 stepsmentioned above. The different trends
of impedance change were observed with FBzCO-NG
and NG versus HPEK-NG. The E3 step where the d0
effect is dominant should be focused with FBzCO-NG
andNG,while theD4 step inwhich the d01 or d1 effect is
dominant is emphasized for HPEK-NG. For FBzCO-NG
and NG, lower resistances were estimated with gra-
phites of larger d0 over the whole potential range:
FBzCO-NG (57.25 ohm) < NG (117.8 ohm) at 1.5 V in
terms of resistance at the fully delithiated states.
Degree of lithiation (equivalent to state of charge, SOC)
depending on biased potential also decided the im-
pedance of identical graphite. As degree of lithiation
goes up, the value of resistance (Rtot) as well as its
difference between samples (ΔRtot) decreased: Rtot0 =
106 ohmat SOC= 0 (at 1.5 V) to Rtot1 = 26.9 ohmat SOC=
1 or 100% (at 0.0 V) with the bare NG; ΔRtot0 = 50 ohm
andΔRtot1 = 0.8 ohmbetween the bare and FBzCO-NG.
The SOCor potential dependency of impedance can be
understood when considering that the interlayer spac-
ing would be enlarged on lithiation with d1 approach-
ing d0 (d002 = 0.3706 nm for LiC6

7), while the difference
between d0 and d1 would be emphasized with more
delithiated graphites (Figure 3d). Therefore, the strong
dependency ofRtot ond0 becomesweaker as thedegree
of lithiation grows higher. The d0 dependency on
resistance can be easily expected from the following

Figure 3. (a�c) Potential profiles of delithiation of FBzCO-
NG versusNG and HPEK-NG at selected discharge rates. Half
cells charged at 0.1C were tested with 1.15 M LiPF6 in EC/
DMC (3:7). (d) C rate dependency of discharge capacity
representing rate capability.

Figure 4. Electrochemical impedance spectra of FBzCO-NG
(blue, circle), NG (black, square), andHPEK-NG (red, triangle)
at three different biased potentials: (a) 1.5 V (fully delithiated),
(b) 0.2 V (partially lithiated), and (c) 0.0 V (fully lithiated). (d) d0
dependency of resistance (RCT) at three different potentials.
The lithiation processes in FBzCO-NG and NG (not HPEK-NG)
were schematically described. The same electrolyte as indi-
cated in Figure 3 was used.
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simple equation: Rtot = RCTþ Rothers = Ad0
�1þ B, where

R = resistance, subscript tot = total, subscript CT =
charge transfer, subscript others = resistance-related
processes including C1, A and B = constant. On the
assumption that the relationship works with our d0
varied graphites (Figure 3d), at least in the range of d0
variation of interest in this work, the regression lines of
three different potentials converged on a single inter-
section point at d0 = 0.3393 nm. At the values of d0
larger than that of the intersection point, the resis-
tances of þ1.5 V and þ0.2 V expected from the
regression would be meaningless. Beyond the critical
d0 value, the resistances are expected at the same
value independent of applied potentials, or at least
resistances obtained at þ1.5 V and þ0.2 V would not
be smaller than that of þ0.0 V.
However, the potential dependency of resistance of

HPEK-NG is reversed (red triangles at 1/d0 = 2.9534 in
Figure 4d). As lithiation proceeds from 1.5 to 0.0 V, the
Rtot increased. The extremely exfoliated opening of
edges (d0,out) is responsible for the resistance being
significantly lower than that of FBzCO-NG and NG at
the fully delithiated state at 1.5 V (Rtot = 28 ohm for
HPEK-NG versus 56 ohm for FBzCO-NG and 106 ohm for
NG). After the initial Liþ insertion through the large
opening, the additional lithiation feels high resistance
due to the significantly reduced interlayer spacingwith
the rate-determining step moving from E3 to D4. The
resistance (which was much lower than that of FBzCO-
NG and NG at 1.5 V) increases to a value higher than
that of other graphites at 0.0 V: 65 ohm for HPEK-NG
versus ∼28 ohm for others. Therefore, it is concluded
that a severe edge exfoliation leads to slow kinetics
originating from severe suppression of d-spacing in the
body of graphites. FBzCO� functionalization can be
said to be below a critical point that is the boundary
between mild reversible exfoliation and severe irrever-
sible exfoliation.
Even if we tried to isolate the effect of d0 on

electrochemical performances by keeping other char-
acteristics constant, there would be still other variables
that have a high possibility of affecting lithiation/
delithiation processes. The simultaneous dimensional
changes of d01 and d1 in addition to the d0 changewere

not negligible. However, this fact does not contrast our
conclusion because the better kinetics were obtained
with larger d0 despite the decrease of d002. The chemi-
cal composition of the graphite surface should be con-
sidered as the main difference between bare and
modified graphites. There were no significant differ-
ences of impedance between them at the initial open
circuit potential just after cells were assembled. During
the first lithiation or charging process duringwhich cell
potential is shifted from an open circuit potential
(practically more positive than 1.2 V versus Li/Liþ) to
around 0 V versus Li/Liþ, various organic molecules
existing in the electrolyte are strongly reduced to form
a characteristic layer called the solid�electrolyte inter-
face (SEI) layer. The main reduction process practically
known to be related to ethylene carbonate (EC) reduc-
tion (1.15 M LiPF6 in 3:7 EC/DMC used as an electrolyte
for all experiments, where DMC = dimethyl carbonate)
was found with all graphites between 0.5 and 0.6 V
without any other peaks in curves of dQ/dV versus V

(where Q = capacity and V = potential). The Coulombic
efficiency of discharge to charge at the first cycle was
∼93% for bare and edge-tethered graphites, indicating
that the same amount of SEI layer is formed indepen-
dent of the surface functional groups. The negative
effects of the large-sized macromolecular wedge of
HPEK-NG (e.g., steric hindrance) do not need to be
considered because HPEK-removed HPEK-NG by calci-
nation (the removal of HPEK was confirmed by TOF-
SIMS and XPS) showed the same electrochemical char-
acteristics with the same dimension of d002 (Figures S2
and S3 in Supporting Information).

CONCLUSIONS

In this work, we proved a feasible hypothesis that
enlarged interlayer spacing specifically at the edge (d0)
of graphites leads to facile kinetics of lithiation or
delithiation. Without alternatives to graphites or car-
bons (e.g., conversion or alloying reaction-based ma-
terials such as metal oxides4 and silicon5), we believe
that nanodimensionally optimized graphite can be
beyond conventional anodes of lithium ion batteries
in terms of kinetics, satisfying the requirements of
lithium ion batteries for electric vehicles.

METHODS
Edge-Selective Functionalization of Graphites. Natural graphites

(NG; Mitsubishi Chemical, average particle size =∼20 um) were
edge-selectively functionalized with two different moieties,
based on direct Friedel�Crafts acylation reactions between
graphite and the moieties.6 The modified graphites were named
FBzCO-NG and HPEK-NG after the corresponding functional
groups (FBzCO = fluorobenzoyl and HPEK = hyperbranched
poly(ether ketone) group). 4-Fluorobenzoic acid and 5-phenoxy-
isophthalic acid were used as a precursor for the corresponding
functional groups of FBzCO-NG and HPEK-NG, respectively. NG
and the functional precursor were mixed in the presence of

phosphorus pentoxide (P2O5) and poly(phosphoric acid) (PPA)
under dried nitrogen at 100 �C for 3 h and then heated to 130 �C
for 72 h. The composition of the mixture (NG/precursor/P2O5/
PAA) was 1:4:20:10 g for FBzCO-NG or 2:1:16:60 g for HPEK-NG.
The resultant homogeneous mixtures were transferred into
distilled water. The solid products were collected by suction
filtration, washed with water, Soxhlet extracted with water for
3 days and with methanol for 3 days, and freeze-dried for 48 h.

Compositional and Crystallographic Analysis. Chemical functional
groups edge-selectively attached to graphites were identified
by a time-of-flight secondary ionmass spectrometry (TOF-SIMS;
ION TOF TOF SIMS 5) and a X-ray photoelectron specroscopy
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(XPS). The TOF-SIMS measurements were performed at nega-
tive secondary ion mode with a pulsed Bi1

þ cluster ion source
(25 kV, 1.02 pA) as a primary beam. K-alpha spectrometer
(Thermo Fisher) was used for the XPS measurements with a
focused monochromatized Al KR radiation (hν = 1486.6 eV).
X-ray diffraction profiles (Rigaku D/MAZX 2500 V/PC X-ray dif-
fractometerwith CuKR radiation;meanwavelength= 0.15418nm)
were analyzed by the software MDI Jade, which were corrected to
remove instrumental broadening by using the instrumental fwhm
calibration curve of an external standard (NIST 660b Si).

Electrochemical Analysis. NG, FBzCO-NG, and HPEK-NG were
tested as an anodic material of lithium ion rechargeable bat-
teries by using galvanostatic charge/discharge. Coin cells
(2016R) were assembled with lithium foil as a counter electrode
with 1.15 M LiPF6 in 3:7 v/v ethylene carbonate/dimethyl
carbonate (EC/DMC) as electrolyte. Microporous polyethylene
film (Tonen, 20 um thick) was used as a separator. A mixture
coated on copper foil was used for the anode. It consists of the
graphites as an active material, polyvinylidene fluoride (PVdF;
KF1100) as a binder, and carbon black (TIMCAL Super P) as a
conduction enhancer at a weight ratio of 87:10:3. A slurry of the
mixture in N-methyl pyrrolidinone (NMP) solvent was coated
onto 16 μm thick copper foil, dried at 110 �C for 2 h, and roll-
pressed. Areal loading density of active material and thickness
of the electrodemixture were fixed at 3 mg cm�2 and 40 μm for
all samples. Coin cells were assembled in an argon-filled glove-
box with less than 1 ppm of oxygen and water. Impedances
of half cells were measured at three different biased potentials:
1.5 V (fully delithiated), 0.2 V (partially lithiated), and 0 V (fully
lithiated). Sinusoidal signals at 100 kHz to 0.5 Hz were used with
10 mV sinus amplitude. Each measurement was equilibrated at
the corresponding biased potential for 5 min before ac stimuli
were applied.
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Figure S1: Deconvolution of asymmetric (002) peaks of XRD for FbzCO-NG (a), NG (b) and 

HPEK-NG (c). 
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Figure S2: TOF-SIMS (a to c) and C1s XPS spectra (d and e) of calcined FBzCO-NG and 

HPEK-NG. 
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Figure S3: (a and b) Potential profiles of delithiation of HPEK-NG’s before (a) and after (b) 

calcination. (c) Capacity comparison between HPEK-NG’s before and after calcination. 
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